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ABSTRACT
We present results on permanent gratings in highly dye-doped liquid
crystal cells without polymer coatings of the cells' surfaces. The
surface-mediated gratings remain in cells for months without
degradation of their quality. The peak diffraction efficiency can be
controlled, enhanced or decreased, by applying low voltage AC field.
At low frequencies, below 1 Hz, the diffracted signal can modulated by
the AC field, but the time development of the signal shows a complex
response. The enhancement of diffraction can be, however, observed at
all frequencies we tested (0.1 Hz – 300 kHz). The permanent gratings
cannot be removed by heating above the liquid crystal phase transition
temperature as on cooling the diffraction efficiency is restored.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most efficient optical nonlinear materials developed so far
are photorefractive-like liquid crystals [1]. Their thin film format
(typically between 10-25 µm), ideal for integrated optics applications,
is accompanied by large diffraction efficiencies and high coupling
coefficients [2,3].
There have been several reports on the performance of
photorefractive liquid crystals [4,5,6,7]. Photorefractive liquid crystals
are based on liquid crystals mixed with either dye or fullerene or with
photosensitive polymer layers added to the cell’s surfaces. Liquid
crystals, sensitised with dopants, are also excellent materials to write
strong optical patterns [8,9]. The reorientation process that liquid
crystal molecules undergo can be significantly influenced by surfacemediated effects and anchoring, which can ultimately lead to permanent
fixing of gratings [10].
Gibbons and co-workers studied liquid crystals with dyes added either
to the liquid crystal mixture [11] or to a polymer layer on the surface of
a substrate [12]. They showed that after prolonged illumination (several
minutes to hours) the liquid crystal molecules re-orient and remain in
that state even after light was switched off. They also investigated the
electro-optical properties of the optically generated gratings[13]. Chen
and co-workers [14] also demonstrated that azo-dye doped nematic
liquid crystals can work well as a holographic storage medium. Khoo
and co-workers [4] showed that with the application of a dc field prior
and then during light illumination, persistent refractive index changes
can be created. Recently, Simoni and co-workers demonstrated
successful holographic grating storage in dye doped liquid crystals [15]
and permanent reorientation of the director [16].
In this paper we present the results on creating permanent patterns in
dye doped liquid crystals using high concentration of the dye with no
special polymer layers and short writing time. We show that diffraction

efficiency and scattered noise can be adjusted by applying small AC
voltage.

EXPERIMENT
We investigated transient and permanent gratings in a 12 µm thick film
of 5CB liquid crystal doped with a relatively high concentration (above
1%) of a methyl red dye. The gratings were written by two linearly
polarised (p-polarisation) intersecting beams (488 nm), both incident at
approximately 30° with respect to the normal of the sample’s surface.
We recorded permanent gratings with spacings of either 10 or 11 µm.
The diffraction efficiency of these gratings was determined by
monitoring the power of the diffracted beam derived from a linearly
polarised (p-polarisation) He-Ne laser.
We observed that permanent gratings can be created in such samples
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FIGURE 1 Approximate time to write a permanent grating

without any special coating of the cell surfaces, provided that the
product of the illumination time and the incident intensity exposure is
above a threshold (fig 1). Our cells had high absorption coefficient,

namely 416 cm-1 at 488 nm. For relatively low incident intensities, such
as 16 mW/cm2, the threshold illuminating time was approximately a
second.
Diffraction from permanent gratings was measured with either a ppolarised or circularly polarised probe beam. No diffraction was
observed for an s-polarised probe beam. No grating was observed if the
writing beams were s-polarised, irrespective of the probe polarisation.
The permanent gratings, both one and two-dimensional, persist for
months when kept at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
If the liquid crystal sample is heated above the phase transition
temperature, the diffraction efficiency decays (fig. 2); however, some
residual diffraction is observed even in this phase. We believe this is
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FIGURE 2 Dynamics of diffraction at phase transition
at 35.2oC.

due to a strong anchoring of the liquid crystal to the surface. On cooling

the liquid crystal to room temperature, the diffraction slowly recovers
to its original value.
The diffraction pattern we observed for one dimensional grating
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FIGURE 3 Time evolution of diffracted signal at 20 V
applied AC field for diffrent frequencies:
1 Hz (a) and 10 Hz (b)
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consisted of several diffracted orders.
We explored ways of adapting the diffraction and found that
application of AC field can strongly influence the grating. Figure 3
shows two examples of time development of diffracted signal. For low
frequencies, such as 1 Hz and below, the strong modulation of
diffracted signal suggests that liquid crystal molecules can follow the
direction of perturbing electric field. However, increasing the frequency
to approximately 10 Hz and above, decreased significantly the
modulation of the diffracted signal, as expected because of the
relatively long time scale of reorientation processes of liquid crystal
molecules.

Normalised peak diffracted intensity [a.u]

Applying AC field not only caused the realignment of molecules, but
also influenced the magnitude of diffraction from these permanent
gratings. The necessary voltage that had to be applied was relatively
low, namely below 20 V (peak to peak).
We observed that diffraction efficiency could be increased by over
factor of 3. We investigated the details of the dependence of diffracted
signal and speckle noise level on the magnitude and frequency of
applied AC field. Figure 4 presents a typical dependence of the peak
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FIGURE 4 Peak diffracted intensity versus AC voltage

intensity of the first diffracted order on the applied AC field. As can be
seen, the grating can be practically temporarily removed by applying
2V sine-wave AC field. The diffraction is then negligible. However,
applying approximately 5V of AC field can enhance diffraction
significantly. This strong dependence on the voltage enables a flexible
control of diffraction. The results also indicate that there exists an
optimum field frequency, around 10 Hz, that gives the strongest
modulation of the grating and hence the strongest diffraction.
We carefully separated the diffraction spot from the scattered light by
positioning a detector several meters from the liquid crystal cell. The
aim of such configuration was to monitor carefully the noise (scattered
light) dependence on the applied field and its frequency. A section of
scattered light, close but separate from the first order, was sent on a
detector. Figure 5 presents a few examples of the effect we observed.
The level of scattered light increases with applied voltage although it
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FIGURE 5 Noise (scattered light) dependence on AC field

can be adjusted. Only for very low frequencies (below 1 Hz) and
voltages up to 12 V, its level remained low.

Although the exact, microscopic mechanism of forming and then
adapting of the alignment of molecules is not clear yet, their
macroscopic behaviour suggest that its is both light-induced bulk and
surface mediated effects that play a role. Simoni and co-workers
[16,17] demonstrated the interplay between the light-induced
reorientation of dye molecules that exerts a bulk torque on the director,
aligning it in the direction perpendicular to the incident light
polarisation, and dye molecules phototransformation and adsorption on
the cell surfaces, that imposes a surface torque aligning the director in
the direction parallel to the incident polarisation.
Our gratings inspected under a polarising microscope indeed showed
a structure of unperturbed homeotropic alignment and reoriented,
planar-like alignment of molecules. It indicates that even with the
initial, strong homeotropic anchoring on both surfaces of the cells, a
new orientation (planar-like) can be formed in the illuminated regions
of the sample. Large dye concentration in our samples and therefore
significant adsorption on the surfaces is most likely to be responsible
for the strength of light-induced alignment. The final configuration of
molecules was stable and showed no changes in time. It is possible the
light-induced modulation of alignment we observed is related to electric
charges trapped at the surfaces, as discussed recently by Zhang and coworkers [18].

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that in strongly dye doped nematic liquid
crystals permanent patterns can be written with relatively short
illumination time and intensity. Diffraction from such permanent
gratings can be changed by low voltage AC field and a factor of 3
enhancement of diffracted signal can be achieved. For low frequencies,

signal’s modulation can be strong with the response time in the range of
milliseconds. The effect of the applied field on the efficiency of
permanent gratings creates promising possibility for their external
control and their potential use in new devices.
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